Abstract-Software maintenance tasks, such as testing and program understanding, can benefit from formal specifications that describe how a program should use an API. Recently, there has been increasing interest in specification miners that automatically extract finite state specifications of method ordering constraints from existing software. However, comparing different mining approaches is difficult, because no common ground to evaluate the effectiveness of specification miners has been established yet. We present a framework for evaluating to which extent specification miners find valid finite state descriptions of API usage constraints. The framework helps in creating reference specifications and includes metrics to compare mined specifications to the reference specifications. The metrics are tailored for evaluating specification miners and account for imprecision and incompleteness in mined specifications. We use the framework to compare the effectiveness of three mining approaches and to show their respective benefits.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Typical application programming interfaces (APIs) provide a large set of methods to programmers. However, not every method can be called at any point during the execution of a program. Instead, programmers must be aware of method ordering constraints that have to be respected to use an API correctly. For instance, to use an input stream of the Java I/O API, a programmer must instantiate a stream class, read from the stream, and eventually close it.
Unfortunately, method ordering constraints of APIs are usually not explicitly specified. To address this problem, various approaches towards mining specifications have been proposed [1] - [21] . Specification miners analyze existing client programs that use an API, the library or framework that provides the API, or other available data of a software project, such as a version history. From this input, miners extract specifications of commonly observed behavior. Mined specifications can be used for different purposes, such as finding programming errors [5] , [7] , [13] , [18] and program understanding [3] , [12] .
In this paper, we focus on specification miners that produce finite state machines (FSMs) describing method ordering constraints. For example, Figure 1a shows an FSM describing the usage of the java.util.Formatter class. In the FSMs given in this paper, states represent the state of one or more objects; transitions indicate method calls and how these calls change the state of the involved objects.
The existence of specification miners that automatically infer such FSMs leads to the question how to assess the effectiveness of a mining approach. Currently, there is no common ground on which to assess the quality of mined specifications. As a result, it is difficult to evaluate specification miners in a reproducible way and to compare them with each other.
The current state of the art to evaluate specification miners is to manually classify mined specifications [11] , [12] , [14] , [16] , [19] or to manually compare them to a reference [1] , [2] , [5] , [20] . A manual classification and comparison of specifications risks to be subjective and is not reproducible. Manual assessment is also limited to two outcomes: valid and invalid. Another evaluation technique is to show the usefulness of mined specifications for some task, such as finding bugs [5] , [7] , [13] , [18] . Unfortunately, this approach does not allow for assessing the effectiveness of the mining approach itself.
To address the problems of current evaluation techniques, we present a novel framework for the evaluation of specification miners. The evaluation framework allows for assessing the quality of mined specifications in a reproducible way. As a result, one can compare different mining approaches in an objective manner. The framework consists of two parts: First, we present a lightweight specification mechanism that helps to formalize knowledge of API method ordering constraints given, for example, through informal API documentation. Based on these lightweight specifications, our framework generates FSMs that serve as a reference, or "golden standard", to evaluate mined specifications. Second, we present metrics for computing precision and recall [22] of a mined specification with respect to a reference specification. Intuitively, precision indicates how exact a mined specification is, while recall indicates how complete it is. Both metrics range between 0% and 100%, where 100% is the optimal result.
The most important property of our metrics is to account for incompleteness and imprecision in mined specifications. As a result, the metrics yield meaningful precision and recall values even if the FSMs contain additional method calls or miss important method calls, which is typically true for mined specifications. Previously proposed techniques for comparing FSMs are not robust enough against partial incorrectness of mined specifications [23] or compare FSMs on a structural level without considering the accepted language [24] .
For example, consider the mined specification in Figure 1b. Compared to the reference specification in Figure 1a , Figure 1b contains some valid parts, but includes several additional method calls and is missing large parts of the reference specification. To assess the quality of the mined specification, one can generate the reference in Figure 1a using our framework and compare both FSMs by computing precision and recall. We use our evaluation framework to compare the results of three dynamic mining approaches. They differ in their way to extract subsequences of related method calls from large method traces. The first approach [21] is method-centric and extracts subsequences of calls based on the assumption that calls issued within the execution of the same method are related to each other. The second approach, which we devised to improve the first, is object-centric and extracts subsequences of calls to a particular API object (an instance of an API class) and other, related objects. The third approach is a simpler version of the second approach, which we call single-object. Here, each subsequence includes calls to a single API object, without considering any calls to other objects. Thus, the singleobject approach can only find specifications involving single classes. We compare the results of these miners to 32 reference specifications of classes from the Java standard library, which we created using our framework. The results show the singleobject miner to be the most successful in mining this kind of specifications. The miner achieves an average precision of 99% and a recall up to 45%. One reason for the high precision is that the single-object miner cannot consider calls to irrelevant classes, because each FSM it mines describes a single class.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:
1) A lightweight specification formalism to formally encode informal knowledge about method ordering constraints and an algorithm to translate these lightweight specifications into FSMs. 2) Metrics to compute precision and recall of FSMs with respect to a reference. The metrics are tailored for evaluating specification miners and account for imprecision and incompleteness in mined specifications.
3) An empirical evaluation of three mining approaches using our evaluation framework, which shows the benefits of the different approaches. In the following section, we present the evaluation framework itself. Section III describes three mining approaches, which we compare in Section IV using our framework. Section V relates our approach to previous work and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
Our framework evaluates mined specifications by comparing them to reference specifications. We define reference specification (or short, reference) as an FSM providing a precise and complete description of all method ordering constraints relevant for an API class or a group of related API classes. For example, Figure 1a shows the reference specification for the Formatter class. A fundamental question is whether specification miners should find complete specifications, or rather focus on smaller FSMs that omit rarely used methods and describe typical usages. Our framework compares mined specifications with complete specifications and assumes that miners strive for completeness. Complete specifications are more valuable for testing and verification and can be used as a basis for extracting smaller FSMs.
The evaluation framework consists of two parts: The first part addresses the problem of obtaining reference specifications by providing a semi-automatic approach to formalize existing, informal knowledge about method ordering constraints into FSMs. The second part addresses the problem of measuring how similar a mined specification is to a given reference. We present metrics to compute precision and recall. The metrics account for imprecision and incompleteness in mined specifications.
A. Building Reference Specifications
Method ordering constraints of real-world APIs are complex and involve many methods. As a result, manually formalizing them as FSMs is time-consuming and error-prone. To facilitate this process, we present a lightweight, yet concise and precise representation of ordering constraints between methods, which we call Method Constraint Groups (MCGs). Our framework requires a human to encode method ordering constraints with MCGs, and then, automatically translates them into FSMs. The starting point for creating MCGs can be any commonly accepted source of knowledge describing the usage of an API, such as documentation or reference books.
MCGs organize all methods that are relevant for an API usage into groups based on their ordering constraints. The methods of a group do not impose any ordering constraints on each other, that is, they can be called in any order. Moreover, all methods of a group share the same constraints with respect to the methods in other groups. A method may be part of more than one group, which can be necessary to express different contexts in which a method may be used.
A MCG g consists of:
• a group identifier 
if E ∈ domain(S) then
7:
d ← S(E) 8:
d ← create a new state 10:
for all m ∈ methods(g) do
13:
Add transition s
• a set of methods • enables, a set of identifiers of groups whose methods are enabled by calling a method from g • disables, a set of identifiers of groups whose methods are disabled by calling a method from g • final, a Boolean value indicating whether calling methods from g can terminate the API usage Table I shows MCGs that describe the ordering constraints of methods from Formatter. As a convention, each set of MCGs has an empty group 0 that enables all groups not requiring a preceding call. As in the example in Table I , group 0 is often used to enable constructor calls. Instantiating a Formatter (group 1) enables most other groups and, at the same time, disables the constructor because calling the constructor again should not be part of the specification. Calling close() (group 5) disables most groups, since calling methods such as format() after close() leads to an exception.
While MCGs provide a precise and concise notation to encode ordering constraints between API methods, they cannot be easily compared to mined specifications given as FSMs. Therefore, we devised Algorithm 1, which translates MCGs into FSMs. Each state of the FSM build by Algorithm 1 represents a group of enabled methods, that is, methods that may be called in this state. The map S keeps track of the methods enabled in each state. If a transition leads to a new set of enabled methods, a new state is created (line 9). The algorithm maintains a worklist W of (state, group) pairs; for each pair (s, g) in W , the algorithm still must consider the methods of g as outgoing transitions of s. The worklist W is empty if and only if all call sequences that are permitted according to the MCGs are part of the language accepted by the FSM. The algorithm is guaranteed to terminate because there is a finite number of groups and methods. Figure 1a is the result of applying the translation algorithm to the MCGs in Table I . We have chosen a rather simple example to illustrate the translation. As we show in Section IV-A, FSMs describing all possible call sequences of an API usage can be very large. For example, the complete specification for LinkedList and its iterators ListIterator and Iterator consists of 41 states and 465 transitions. In contrast, the corresponding MCGs contain 16 groups, where one group summarizes 35 methods that impose exactly the same constraints on other methods and no constraints on each other.
Another table-based description of FSMs are state transition tables, which have one row for each state and one column for each possible input (here: method). The large number of states and methods required for specifications of real-world APIs leads to large state transition tables, making them impractical for formalizing method ordering constraints.
By formalizing informal knowledge into MCGs and applying Algorithm 1, one can obtain reference FSMs that formally encode method ordering constraints. The advantage of using MCGs, instead of directly formalizing into FSMs, is that MCGs reduce the complexity of specifying large API classes by grouping methods according to their constraints.
B. Comparing Mined Specifications to Reference Specifications
Based on a set of reference specifications, we can evaluate to what extent mined specifications match the reference. For this purpose, we require a measure of similarity between a mined specification M and a reference specification R. In the following, we present two novel metrics to compute precision and recall of M with respect to R. Precision indicates what proportion of M matches R, that is, how exact M is, while recall indicates what proportion of R is present in M , that is, how complete M is.
The main challenge is to compute precision and recall in a way that accounts for noise and incompleteness in mined specifications. For example, consider the reference specification in Figure 1a and the three mined specifications in Figures 2a, 2b , and 1b. Each of the mined specifications partially matches the reference and our metrics should reflect these similarities.
To account for imprecision and incompleteness, our metrics use the k-tails algorithm [25] . This algorithm was originally proposed to synthesize FSMs from samples of their behavior. The k-tail of a state are all method call sequences of length k accepted in this state. For example, the 2-tail of the initial state of Figure 2a contains four call sequences: Formatterlocale, Formatter-out, Formatter-format, and Formatter-close. The algorithm merges two states if they have the same k-tail. The parameter k controls how long the common tails of two states must be to get merged. We use a variant of the algorithm in which two states s 1 and s 2 are merged if the k-tail of s 1 is included in the k-tail of s 2 . Variations of the k-tails algorithm are widely used to mine specifications [1] , [8] , [16] , [26] and in other applications that synthesize FSMs [27] , [28] . To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to apply the k-tails algorithm for comparing FSMs.
The following paragraph describes our algorithms for computing recall and precision of an FSM M with respect to an FSM R. Both algorithms are similar, and therefore, presented together. To compute precision (recall), we proceed as follows:
1) Compute the deterministic and minimal union automaton U of M and R and mark all transitions in U that come from M (from R). 2) Compute U by applying the k-tails algorithm to U while propagating which transitions are marked. Make U deterministic and minimize it. 3) Let m be the number of marked transitions in U . 4) Compute the intersection of U and R (intersection of U and M ) and let m t be the number of marked transitions in U taken while computing the intersection. The intersection (or product automaton) accepts all sentences accepted by both U and R (U and M ). That is, when building the intersection all transitions required by both FSMs are taken. Transitions that are taken while computing the intersection but that are not marked correspond to unnecessary (missing) transitions in M . 5) The precision (recall) of M with respect to R is mt m . To propagate which transitions are marked, we adapt the ktails algorithm and classical algorithms to minimize FSMs and to make FSMs deterministic [29] in a straightforward way: If a new transition t is created from transitions t 1 , . . . , t n , then t is marked if and only if at least one of t 1 , . . . , t n is marked. Figure 3 illustrates computing the recall of Figure 1b with respect to the reference in Figure 1a . First, we compute the union of both FSMs, as shown in Figure 3a . Transitions coming from the reference FSM are marked with italic font. Applying the k-tails algorithm with k = 2 (a discussion on choosing k follows below) leads to the FSM in Figure 3b . Next, we make the FSM deterministic and minimize it, which gives Figure 3c . Note that the markings of transitions are propagated; all italic transitions in Figure 3c originate from the reference specification. Finally, we compute m and m t : There are 19 marked transitions, that is, m = 19 (multiple labels at one arrow count as multiple transitions). When computing the intersection of the mined specification in Figure 1b and Figure 3c , we use three of the marked transitions, that is, m t = 3. Thus, the recall is 3/19 = 16%.
As the example illustrates, using the k-tails algorithm helps to find otherwise non-obvious similarities between FSMs. In contrast, an exact comparison of FSMs often cannot identify the similarity of two states because this similarity is hidden in non-matching parts of the FSMs. Instead, using k-tails allows for merging states that are equivalent within the limited visual range of the next k transitions. As a result, our metrics can find states to be similar even if they are not exactly equivalent, which leads to more reasonable recall and precision values than an exact comparison, in particular for incomplete and imprecise specifications.
The parameter k of the k-tails algorithm controls how much imprecision and incompleteness our metrics accept. A smaller k merges more states, leading to a less precise FSM that accepts a more general language. Hence, our metrics detect more similarities but risk to consider states to be equivalent that incidentally share the same k-tail. In contrast, a larger k leads to a more precise FSM, that is, our metrics tolerate less imprecision and incompleteness. Since there is no perfect k, we compute recall and precision for k = 1, 2, 3 and without using k-tails (that is, comparing FSMs exactly), and average the results to get final values for recall and precision. We empirically found this solution to be practical for comparing FSMs. For illustration, the following table gives precision and recall computed with our metrics for the mined specifications in Figures 2a, 2b, and 
Figure 2a
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 86% 86% 86% 77% 84% Figure 2b 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 43% 43% 43% 38% 42% Figure 1b 30% 60% 0% 0% 23% 20% 16% 0% 0% 9%
III. MINING API USAGE SPECIFICATIONS
This section presents three approaches to mine FSMs that describe ordering constraints of API methods. We compare the effectiveness of the mining approaches in Section IV using the evaluation framework presented in Section II. The miners dynamically analyze existing programs that use an API and summarize their API usage. The input to each miner is a method trace, that is, a sequence of method calls observed during program execution. At first, the miners extract subtraces, that is, subsequences that each contain calls relevant for a particular API usage and, ideally, do not include irrelevant calls. Then, these subtraces are summarized into FSMs.
Extracting subtraces from a large method trace is one of the most challenging aspects of dynamic specification mining, because typical method traces intermingle different API usages and contain many irrelevant method calls. The three mining approaches discussed in this section use different techniques to extract subtraces. First, we use a previously presented, method-centric approach. It is method-centric in the sense that it extracts subtraces by focusing on calls issued within a particular method. Second, we present a novel, object-centric approach, which we devised as an improvement of the first approach. The miner is object-centric in the sense that it focuses on calls centered around one object. It includes calls to a main object but also to other, related objects. Third, we use a simplified version of the object-centric approach, called singleobject, which extracts subtraces that each contain calls to a single API object. In contrast to the object-centric approach, no calls to other objects are considered.
To gather method traces to be used as input to our miners, we instrument programs that use a particular API. An instrumented programs writes all method call and method return events in a log file. Concretely, we log the object identities and types of caller, callee, arguments, and the return value (if any), as well as the name of each called method. Our instrumentation only includes calls (returns) from (to) the instrumented program and ignores calls within libraries. In the following, we detail the three mining approaches.
A. Method-centric Specification Mining
The method-centric specification mining approach extracts subtraces by focusing on method calls issued within the execution of a certain method. As a first abstraction, all methods called within a given method are extracted. Then, the subtrace is further refined, for example, by filtering calls based on packages and by merging objects on which the same set of methods is called.
After extracting subtraces from a method trace, the miner summarizes them into FSMs. At first, similar subtraces are grouped together. The miner considers two subtraces to be similar of they involve objects on which the same sets of methods are called. For example, two subtraces involving a collection on which iterator() is called and an iterator on which hasNext() and next() are called are grouped together. Then, all similar subtraces are mapped into an FSM by creating a state for each called method and creating a transition between two states if two methods are observed consecutively. This technique for summarizing subtraces into FSMs is used by all three miners we evaluate in this paper. An example of the summarization follows in Section III-B.
B. Object-centric Specification Mining
To illustrate the object-centric mining approach consider Figure 4 . Figure 4a shows a method that downloads data from a given URL using the java.net API. Executing the method produces a trace of method calls that intermingles several API usages, such as the trace on the left of Figure 4b .
To extract subtraces that each contain calls relating to a particular API class, we extract object usage traces from the method trace. Each object usage trace contains calls centered around a particular API object, but also other related calls. An object usage trace includes the following information:
• A core object o.
• All calls to o.
• For each parameter p of a call to o:
-The (constructor) call that returned p.
-All calls on p before it is passed to o.
• For each return value r of a call to o: -All calls on r after its return from o. The miner creates an object usage trace for each instance of an API class on which at least two methods are called; instances with only one call cannot contribute any constraints between the methods of the API class. Figure 4b illustrates the extraction of object usage traces. The miner creates three traces of calls centered around the instances of URL, BufferedReader, and HashMap respectively. Note that an object usage trace can contain calls to methods of different API classes. For example, the second object usage trace on the right of Figure 4b contains a call to InputStreamReader(), which shows the origin of the parameter to BufferedReader().
During our experiments with the Java standard library, we found several API classes that should be specified together in one FSM. A typical example is the interplay of a collection class, such as LinkedList, and its Iterators. Specifying these classes in isolation cannot express constraints such as that a LinkedList must not be modified while iterating over it. Object usage traces can contain calls to several related objects, so that specifications involving multiple classes, such as LinkedList and Iterator, can be mined.
After extracting object usage traces for all instances of API classes from a method trace, the miner summarizes them into FSMs using the same technique as the method-centric miner. For example, the object usage trace for the instance of BufferedReader in Figure 4 results in the FSM in Figure 5 .
C. Single-object Specification Mining
The single-object mining approach is a variation of the object-centric approach. For each instance of an API class, we extract a subtrace containing all calls to this instance but no other calls. Similarly to the object-centric approach, we only consider API objects on which at least two methods are called. For example, the subtraces extracted from the trace on the left of Figure 4b would be the same as given on the right of Figure 4b , except that the call to InputStream() is missing.
The part of the miner that summarizes subtraces into FSMs is shared with the other two approaches. As a result of considering calls to a single object in each subtrace, each mined specification only covers a single class. Hence, the single-object approach cannot mine specifications of method ordering constraints involving multiple classes, such as the interplay between a collection and its iterators.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The following section describes results from using our evaluation framework. We formalize specifications of 32 classes from the Java standard library and use them as a reference for evaluating specifications mined from twelve Java programs with the three mining approaches presented in Section III. Our experiments show that MCGs help to formalize FSMs that describe method ordering constraints of complex APIs. Furthermore, we show the evaluation framework to provide insights into the benefits of different mining approaches. We also use the framework to analyze the relation between the quality of method traces and the quality of mined specification from the traces. The results show that recall is bound by the coverage of an API in method traces. Finally, we compare our metrics to other metrics and a manual grading of mined specifications. Table II lists the programs we analyze during our experiments and the number of runtime events generated by them. Overall, we analyze 47 million runtime events. We analyze programs from different domains, including several networking programs. The reason for selecting networking programs is that we focus our experiments on the java.net and java.util APIs. Most of the traces result from running unit tests or benchmark suites. Three programs are run as part of the DaCapo benchmark suite [30] . Programs for which no automated execution was possible were executed manually. The last column of Table II gives the origin of the traces.
A. Creating Reference Specifications with MCGs
We select 32 widely used classes from the java.net and java.util API and formalize their method ordering constraints using the approach described in Section II-A. For each class, we extract information on method ordering constraints from the corresponding API documentation (Javadoc) and a widely used reference book [31] . We describe these constraints using MCGs. constraints between these methods. On average, the constraints between 24 methods are represented in 9 groups. Using our framework, we translate the MCGs into FSMs. The last two columns of Table III show the size of the generated FSMs in terms of their number of states and transitions. All FSMs are minimized, and hence, can be considered to be the most concise possible representation of the method ordering constraints. On average, the reference specifications contain 10 states and 91 transitions. In view of the 9 groups required to encode the same specifications, we conclude that MCGs are an effective help to formalize FSMs.
B. Evaluating Specification Miners
We use the 32 reference specifications and the metrics presented in Section II-B to evaluate the three specification miners presented in Section III. For each miner, we compute precision and recall of all mined specifications with respect to all reference specifications. In addition to precision and recall, we compute the F-measure, the harmonic mean of precision and recall, which is typically used to combine precision and recall into a single value. Then, we select for each reference specification the mined specification with maximum F-measure, that is, the mined specification that is closest to the reference. For 15 out of 32 reference specifications, a specification with non-zero F-measure is mined; for the other 17, no matching specification can be mined, because the specified API class is not used in the method traces that we use as input. Figure 6 shows the average precision, recall, and F-measure achieved using the three mining approaches. The results are averaged over all reference specifications with a non-null Fmeasure. The method-centric miner achieves an F-measure of 18%. The object-centric miner improves the F-measure to 25%, with a precision of 88%. The single-object miner achieves the best results with a precision of 99%, a recall of 19%, and an F-measure of 30%. The high precision results from considering calls to only one class per FSM, which avoids including any irrelevant calls by construction for the prize of not mining specifications involving multiple classes. The recall achieved by all three miners is rather low (below 20%). As we discuss in Section IV-C, low recall can be partly attributed to the quality of the traces we analyze. Yet, there seems potential to improve the recall in all three mining approaches.
As the results show, our evaluation framework helped us to significantly enhance the method-centric miner. Having appropriate metrics to assess the quality of mined specifications allowed us to achieve a relative improvement over the methodcentric miner of 73% (for the F-measure).
Besides the miners described in Section III, we experiment with other mining approaches. For example, we adapt the FSM summarization of the object-centric and the single-object approach in such a way that all subtraces with a core object of the same class are summarized into one FSM. That is, more subtraces go into a single FSM, providing the opportunity to cover more API usages, while risking to include more irrelevant call sequences. Our evaluation framework confirms this reasoning: The specifications mined with this approach have higher recall but lower precision.
C. Influence of API Coverage
We analyze how the coverage of an API in a set of method traces influences the results of mining specifications from these traces. For each reference specification, we compute the specification coverage as the proportion of methods in the specification that are called at least once in the analyzed traces. Figure 7 shows precision and recall depending on the specification coverage of each reference specification. The results show that recall is bound by coverage, which confirms the intuition that the quality of a dynamic specification miner cannot exceed the quality of the analyzed traces. The closer the recall achieved by a miner is to the diagonal displayed in the lower part of Figure 7 , the more of the available information is extracted by the miner. Our results show that the single-object miner gets closer to this boundary then the other mining approaches, and hence, makes best use of the coverage provided by the traces. In contrast to recall, there is no clear relation between precision and coverage. This result is not surprising, since low precision results from considering method calls that are not relevant for a specification, and hence, do not affect coverage.
Interpreting our results, one should be aware that our notion of coverage does not fully reflect the quality of method traces. For example, a trace containing all required API method calls in random order has 100% coverage, but is not useful for mining correct specifications. Nevertheless, one can assume that most parts of a program use an API correctly, and hence, larger coverage coincides with more relevant call sequences that a miner can learn from.
D. Comparison with Other Metrics
It is an interesting question how well our metrics and previously proposed ones match an intuitive notion of the quality of mined specifications. To answer it, we manually assign precision and recall values to a set of mined FSMs and compare this manual grading to our metrics and those of [23] and [32] . We randomly select 18 mined FSMs and compare it to the reference specification of StringTokenizer, which is chosen because sufficiently many FSMs are mined for it. Among the 18 mined specifications, there are six from each miner. Five of them contain at least one call to StringTokenizer (that is, they are related to the reference specification), while one has no call to StringTokenizer at all (that is, it is obviously unrelated). To manually grade the mined FSMs we use the following procedure: For the precision value, we divide the number of transitions that are labeled with a method occurring in the reference specification and that are in a "correct" position by the total number of transitions. For the recall value, we describe the reference specification by a set of simple temporal properties, such as "n() must occur after m()" or "m() can be called multiple times". Then, we divide the number of temporal properties expressed in the mined specification by the total number of temporal properties. Figure 8 shows precision, recall, and F-measure of the different metrics against the manually assigned values. Quante and Koschke's metric gives a single similarity value, which we compare to the F-measure. Linearity expresses that a metric matches the manual grading. For all three values, our metric is closest to the manually assigned values. Furthermore, the figures illustrate that Quark's metric often gives 0% or 100%, which is caused by not considering imprecision and incompleteness of mined specifications. Quante and Koschke's metric gives non-zero similarities even for mined specifications that are obviously unrelated to the reference.
The correlation between manual grades and the metrics confirms our interpretation of Figure 8 Our metric correlates more to the manual grading than previously proposed metrics and provides acceptable correlations for all three values. We conclude that our metric matches an intuitive notion of the quality of mined specifications.
V. RELATED WORK

A. Specification Mining
Existing specification miners can be grouped into miners of method ordering constraints and miners of other specifications. Many miners of the first group mine FSMs: Ammons et al. pioneered to mine specifications of method call sequences from dynamic execution traces using a probabilistic FSM learner [1] . SMArTIC is a specification mining framework that structures the mining process into trace filtering, trace clustering, probabilistic FSM learning, and merging of FSMs [8] . Javert mines FSMs describing typical method call sequences by first mining traces for a set of pre-defined micro-patterns, and then merging them into larger FSMs [15] . Ghezzi et al. present a dynamic analysis to synthesize FSMs using graph transformations [17] . Other miners producing FSMs or regular expressions include [2] , [4] , [9] , [11] , [13] , [20] , and [21] . Our evaluation framework is applicable to all of the above mining approaches. Apart from FSM miners, there are approaches for mining method ordering constraints into other formats, such as pairs of related methods [5] , [7] , [14] and extended FSMs [16] .
B. Evaluation of Specification Miners
Lo and Khoo propose a framework for empirically assessing automaton-based specification miners [23] . Their approach generates traces from a given FSM R and feeds them to a specification miner. The FSMs produced by the miner are then compared to R. Precision and recall are computed as the proportion of traces from one FSM that are accepted by the other (and vice versa). The approach is appropriate to evaluate how accurately a miner summarizes traces that include a welldefined set of method calls. However, it ignores extracting subsequences of semantically related method calls from a large execution trace, which is one of the most challenging parts of dynamic specification mining. Our framework can evaluate the entire mining process and uses robust metrics to measure precision and recall. Lo and Khoo's metrics fail to find similarities between two FSMs if the traces of one are not accepted by the other (and vice versa). Instead, our metrics account for imprecision and incompleteness in the mined specifications using the k-tails algorithm, and hence, can detect more similarities between FSMs.
Quante and Koschke propose a metric for the distance between FSMs, which is inspired by Levenshtein's string distance [32] (with a corrected version in [33] ). Applying the distance metric to two FSMs gives a value d between zero and one. We compute the similarity as 1 − d to compare their metric with ours. Our way to compare a mined FSM to a reference improves over their approach in two ways. First, we provide two values, precision and recall, giving a more finegrained estimate of how similar two FSMs are than a single value. Second, Quante et al.'s metric gives reasonable results for similar FSMs, but fails to identify dissimilarities. As shown in Section IV-D, even FSMs with disjoint alphabets can have a non-zero similarity. In contrast, our metrics are guaranteed to return precision and recall zero for disjoint FSMs.
Bogdanov and Walkinshaw propose an algorithm to structurally compare two FSMs [24] . The algorithm computes pairs of states (one from each FSM) with similar incoming and outgoing transitions and expresses the difference between the FSMs in terms of added and removed transitions. Their metrics are based on a purely structural comparison of FSMs, whereas our metrics compare the languages accepted by two FSMs.
Several approaches evaluate the quality of mined specifications through manual classification in "valid" and "invalid" specifications [11] , [12] , [14] , [16] , [19] . This approach is subjective and gives results that are hard to reproduce and compare. Another approach to validate mined specifications is to manually compare them to some reference, such as informal documentation or manually formalized specifications [1] , [2] , [5] , [20] . In contrast, our evaluation framework supports the automatic comparison with a set of reference specifications. Another evaluation approach is to show the usefulness of mined specifications for some task, such as finding bugs [5] , [7] , [13] , [18] . Similarly, some approaches are validated by checking programs with the mined specifications and considering rarely violated specifications to be valid [6] , [10] .
The drawback of such approaches is that they do not allow for comparing the quality of mined specifications. Finally, one can evaluate specifications by comparing the results from mining different programs, assuming that commonly found specifications describe typical behavior [21] .
C. Other Related Work
Cornelissen et al. [34] propose a methodology and a set of metrics for evaluating trace reduction techniques. Their methodology focuses on trace reduction for the purpose of visualization and mainly uses quantitative metrics, such as trace size reduction, whereas we focus on the qualitative assessment of mined specifications.
A problem related to comparing FSMs is measuring the similarity between graphs. Several approaches to error-correcting graph matching have been proposed [35] , which try to match one graph to another while changing the graphs if necessary. Since FSMs are particular graphs, error-correcting graph matching algorithms can be used to compare FSMs. However, graph similarity measures can find FSMs to be similar that actually describe very different languages, because they do not consider the particular semantics of certain nodes, such as initial and final states.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Specifications of method ordering constraints can support software maintenance tasks, such as testing and program understanding. Although various approaches to automatically mine such specifications have been proposed, no evaluation technique has been established that allows comparing different miners on a common ground. This paper presents an evaluation framework to systematically assess the quality of mined specifications describing method ordering constraints of APIs. The framework helps building a set of reference specifications and provides metrics to compare mined specifications to the references. We use the framework to evaluate three mining approaches and show their respective benefits and drawbacks. Using the framework helped us to significantly improve the mining technique of our previously presented miner.
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